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Production Compatibility

Digital

Flexographic

Hot Foil

Thermal

Blanks

Wine Grade Paper Strengthened

Crown Labels Material Guide:

This material has been specifically created for use on wine bottles, with a plastic layer behind the 
paper surface which is used to help provide additional strength. This is particularly beneficial when 
wanting labels to look good even with exposure to condensation or damp conditions.Pa

Sustainability

Recyclable

Biodegradable

FSC Mix certified paper

Paper only

Difficult due to plastic layer

The paper component of this label is FSC Mix 
certified sustainable and biodegradable, but the 
plastic layer used to provide strength makes 
recycling challenging.

Pick Wine Grade Paper when you need...

A wine bottle label
The clue is in the name - this material has been 
specially engineered for optimum compatibility
Something similar: Antique Paper

A label with added strength
A plastic layer behind the paper surface helps 
give the label added strength and durability.
Superhero strength: Metalon

A label for chilled products
This material has great performance in lower 
temperatures, great for chilled produce.
A more durable option: Polypropylene

A luxury or traditional label
This premium quality paper material is perfect for 
premium products, with antique styles available.
Shiny and fancy: Gloss Silver Polyropylene

Durability

Colours
without print

Adhesives
standard stock

Thickness

Writable

Extra Notes

Anti-Tear

Waterproof

Permanent

Matt
White

MarkerPencil Pen

Also available with ‘antique’ style texture effect 
for a traditional or luxury feel.

Some adhesive and colour combinations may not be available in our standard 
stocked range. Please contact our label experts for more details.

Approximately 100 microns

Material resists large tears

Plastic layer aids integrity in damp conditions

Better than standard paper, but still poor overall


